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Abstract

The benefits of automating design cycles for Bayesian inference-based algorithms are becoming increasingly recognized by the machine learning community. As a result, interest in probabilistic programming frameworks has much increased over the past few years. This paper explores a specific probabilistic programming paradigm, namely message passing in Forney-style factor graphs (FFGs), in the context of automated design of efficient Bayesian signal processing algorithms. To this end, we developed “ForneyLab” as a Julia toolbox for message passing-based inference in FFGs. We show by example how ForneyLab enables automatic derivation of Bayesian signal processing algorithms, including algorithms for parameter estimation and model comparison. Crucially, due to the modular makeup of the FFG framework, both the model specification and inference methods are readily extensible in ForneyLab. In order to test this framework, we compared variational message passing as implemented by ForneyLab with automatic differentiation variational inference (ADVI) and Monte Carlo methods as implemented by state-of-the-art tools “Edward” and “Stan”. In terms of performance, extensibility and stability issues, ForneyLab appears to enjoy an edge relative to its competitors for automated inference in state-space models.
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1. Introduction

The design of signal processing algorithms by probabilistic modeling comprises an iterative process that involves three phases: (1) model specification, (2) probabilistic inference (i.e., the actual algorithm derivation) and (3) performance evaluation (i.e., scoring of the algorithm). In this framework, a (signal processing) algorithm is defined as an inference task on a probabilistic model. For example, a Kalman filter-based algorithm can be specified as an inference task on a linear Gaussian dynamical system. Based on the algorithm scoring results (phase 3), one might revise the model specification and repeat the process. In [1], this “build, compute, critique, repeat”-cycle is called “Box’s loop” and a strong argument can be made that this iterative process realizes the general scientific method. The great promise of a probabilistic modeling approach to algorithm design is that both the inference and scoring phases (phases 2 and 3) are results of Bayesian inference and therefore in principle automatable. If indeed phases 2 and 3 were automated by a suitable software suite, then a (human) algorithm designer could quickly loop through design iterations by proposing alternative models until a satisfactory performance score has been reached.

In practice, fully automating “inference” and “scoring” phases by a Bayesian inference toolbox is a yet unsolved problem. This has a limiting effect on the number of affordable iterations through Box’s loop, which ultimately limits the quality of the final result.

In order to reduce the time and effort spent in the “inference” and “scoring” phases, an extensive line of research has focused on automating the derivation and implementation of (Bayesian) inference algorithms, dating back (at least) to the BUGS project that started in 1989 [2]. The general idea behind this probabilistic programming approach is to

*Joint first authors, order decided by coin toss.
†ForneyLab is available for download at https://github.com/biaslab/ForneyLab.jl
develop software that accepts a probabilistic model specification and returns an (approximate) Bayesian inference algorithm, without the need for manual derivations. Historically, probabilistic programming systems have relied heavily on Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods due to their broad applicability. More recently, techniques like black-box variational inference (BBVI) [3] have been added to the mix, for example in the popular probabilistic programming packages Stan [4] and Edward [5].

Automatic generation of probabilistic inference algorithms involves an important trade-off between generality and efficiency. Inference methods that can automatically be applied to a wide array of models are usually not the most efficient, due to their black-box nature that prevents exploitation of model-specific properties. For example, MCMC methods are very generic, but can be orders of magnitude slower than inference algorithms that exploit model-specific properties such as conjugacy. This makes MCMC-based methods less suitable for situations that require real-time data processing or setups with limited computational resources. On the other hand, computationally more efficient methods such as exact Bayesian inference, variational Bayesian inference and expectation propagation require model-specific derivations, which makes it harder to generate them automatically for arbitrary models. Recent work has focused on the design of Bayesian inference algorithms that are more efficient than vanilla MCMC methods while still being broadly applicable [3, 6, 7].

In this paper we focus on message passing in factor graphs as a platform for automated design of Bayesian inference algorithms. Message passing exploits local model structure, while retaining general applicability. For instance, inference algorithms such as belief propagation [8], variational Bayes [9], expectation propagation [10] and particle filtering [11] have already been formulated as message passing algorithms. The appeal of message passing is mainly due to its divide-and-conquer approach to inference, which allows it to marry the computational efficiency of analytic methods with the generality of black-box methods.

The goal of this paper is to paint a spectrum of possibilities that arise when adhering to the message passing approach to Bayesian inference, with a focus on time series modeling. Throughout the paper we present concrete examples that are implemented with ForneyLab, a novel publicly available toolbox we developed for generating message passing algorithms on Forney-style factor graphs [12].

After a short technical introduction (Sec. 2), we illustrate how the message passing approach to inference with ForneyLab enables

- automated design of message passing algorithms (Sec. 3);
- effective and flexible model design (Sec. 4);
- efficient Bayesian inference (Sec. 5).

Finally, we discuss related work (Sec. 6), and conclude (Sec. 7) by connecting ideas from the literature with the present framework.

2. Background: Forney-style factor graphs and message passing algorithms

This section provides a short technical summary of message passing-based inference on Forney-style factor graphs. A more extensive introduction is available in [13]. Furthermore, a detailed description of message passing on Forney-style factor graphs in the context of signal processing is available in [14].

2.1. Message passing on Forney-style factor graphs

A Forney-style factor graph (FFG) [12] offers a graphical representation of a factorized probabilistic model. In an FFG, edges represent variables and nodes specify relations between variables. As a simple example, consider a generative model (joint probability distribution) over variables $x_1, \ldots, x_5$ that factors as

\[ f(x_1, \ldots, x_5) = f_a(x_1) f_b(x_1, x_2) f_c(x_2, x_3, x_4) f_d(x_4, x_5), \]  

where $f_a(\cdot)$ denotes a probability density function. This factorized model can be represented graphically as an FFG, as shown in Fig. 1. Note that although an FFG is principally an undirected graph, in the case of generative models we specify a direction for the edges to indicate the “generative direction”. The edge direction simply anchors the direction
of messages flowing on the graph (we speak of forward and backward messages that flow with or against the edge direction, respectively). In other words, the edge directionality is purely a notational issue and has no computational consequences.

The FFG representation of a probabilistic model helps to automate probabilistic inference tasks. As an example, consider we observe \(x_5 = \hat{x}_5\) and are interested in calculating the marginal posterior probability distribution of \(x_2\) given this observation.

In the FFG context, observing the realization of a variable leads to the introduction of an extra factor in the model which “clamps” the variable to its observed value. In our example where \(x_5\) is observed at value \(\hat{x}_5\), we extend the generative model to \(f(x_1, \ldots, x_5) \cdot \delta(x_5 - \hat{x}_5)\). Following the notation introduced in [15], we denote such “clamping” factors in the FFG by solid black nodes. The FFG of the extended model is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Computing the marginal posterior distribution of \(x_2\) under the observation \(x_5 = \hat{x}_5\) involves integrating the extended model over all variables except \(x_2\), and renormalizing:

\[
\int f(x_2 \mid x_5 = \hat{x}_5) \propto \int \cdots \int f(x_1, \ldots, x_5) \cdot \delta(x_5 - \hat{x}_5) \, dx_1 \, dx_3 \, dx_4 \, dx_5
\]

The nested integrals in Eq. 2b result from substituting the factorization of Eq. 1 and rearranging the integrals according to the distributive law. Rearranging large integrals of this type as a product of nested sub-integrals can be automated by exploiting the FFG representation of the corresponding model. The sub-integrals indicated by circled numbers correspond to integrals over parts of the model (indicated by dashed boxes in Fig. 2), and their solutions can be interpreted as messages flowing on the FFG. Therefore, this procedure is known as message passing (or summary propagation). The messages are ordered (“scheduled”) in such a way that there are only backward dependencies, i.e., each message can be calculated from preceding messages in the schedule. Crucially, these schedules can be generated automatically, for example by performing a depth-first search on the FFG.

Message passing is generally efficient because the computation of every message is node-local in the FFG. More specifically, the message flowing out of a factor node \(f_a\) can be calculated from the analytic form of factor \(f_a\) and all messages inbound to node \(f_a\). If the analytic forms of the incoming messages are known (which is often the case), a pre-derived message computation rule can be used to compute the outgoing message. These rules can be stored in a lookup table for reuse in any model that involves that specific factor-message combination. This important locality property thus enables efficient and automated probabilistic inference.
Figure 2: Visualization of the message passing schedule corresponding to Eq. 2b with observed variable $x_5 = \hat{x}_5$. The observation is indicated by terminating edge $x_5$ by a small solid node that technically represents the factor $\delta(x_5 - \hat{x}_5)$. Messages are represented by numbered arrows, and the message sequence is chosen such that there are only backward dependencies. Dashed boxes mark the parts of the graph that are covered by the respective messages coming out of those boxes. The marginal posterior distribution $f(x_2 \mid x_5 = \hat{x}_5)$ is obtained by taking the product of the messages that flow on edge $x_2$ and normalizing.

In the case of marginalization, the messages are derived according to the so-called sum-product rule\(^\ddagger\), which leads to the sum-product (belief propagation) algorithm. As an example derivation we consider the outgoing message of an “equality constraint node” (see Fig. 3, left; see also [14]), which constrains three variables $x, y, z$ to equal values through the factor $f_e(x, y, z) = \delta(z - x) \delta(z - y)$.

Figure 3: FFG representation (left) and message passing schedule (right) for an equality constraint node.

For given incoming messages $\mu_1(x)$ and $\mu_2(y)$ on edges $x$ and $y$ (depicted by \(\textcircled{1}\) and \(\textcircled{2}\) in the Fig. 3, right), the outgoing sum-product message on the $z$-edge is given by

$$\mu_3(z) = \int \int \mu_1(x) \mu_2(y) f_e(x, y, z) \, dx \, dy$$

$\text{(3a)}$

$$= \mu_1(z) \mu_2(z).$$

$\text{(3b)}$

Note that the outgoing message is only a function of $z$ and that it is calculated from only node-local information, namely the incoming messages at the corresponding node and the definition of the node factor itself. Equality constraint nodes are quite prevalent in FFGs because they constitute a branching mechanism that distributes variables over multiple (more than two) factors in the graph. If we interpret message $\mu_1(\cdot)$ as a prior and message $\mu_2(\cdot)$ as a likelihood function, then message $\mu_3(\cdot)$ becomes proportional to the posterior distribution over $z$. Therefore, message passing through the equality node effectively fuses information from two sources by executing Bayes rule (up to a normalizing constant).

2.2. Variational message passing

Inference problems on practical models often lead to sub-integrals that are difficult to evaluate analytically. In such cases, exact inference through sum-product message passing is impractical. However, one can often resort to

\(^\ddagger\)The name sum-product rule derives from the observation that each sub-integral in Eq. 2b comprises a sum (integral) of a product of factors.

alternative message passing algorithms that yield approximate solutions. One such algorithm is variational message passing (VMP) [9, 16], which will be applied extensively throughout this paper.

VMP is the message passing implementation of variational Bayesian inference, which finds an approximate solution to an inference problem by reformulating inference as an optimization task [17]. Concretely, for a given model \( p(\textbf{y}, \textbf{z}) \) with hidden variables \( \textbf{z} \) and observed variables \( \textbf{y} \), we define an approximate inference solution \( q(\textbf{z}) \approx p(\textbf{z} | \textbf{y}) \) (also known as the recognition distribution), and a so-called variational free energy functional

\[
F[q] \triangleq - \int z q(z) \log p(y, z) dz + \int z q(z) \log q(z) dz = - \log p(y) + \int z q(z) \log \frac{q(z)}{p(z|y)} dz .
\]

In the machine learning community, the negative free energy \((-F[q])\) is also known as the Evidence Lower BOund (ELBO) [18]. The variational Bayes algorithm proceeds by minimizing \( F[q] \) with respect to the parameters of the approximate posterior \( q(\textbf{z}) \) through some optimization procedure. Since only the second term in Eq. 4b involves \( q(z) \), this is equivalent to minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the proposed solution \( q(z) \) and the (perfect) Bayesian solution \( p(\textbf{z}|\textbf{y}) \). As a result, the approximate solution \( q(z) \) is optimized to be as close as possible to the exact solution \( p(\textbf{z}|\textbf{y}) \) in terms of KL-divergence. Note also that if the minimized KL-divergence is small in comparison to the first term (minus-log-evidence), then the optimized free energy is a good approximation of the Bayesian model evidence. In practice, \( q^* = \arg \min F[q] \) is used as a proxy for the target posterior, and \( F[q^*] \) is often used to score the model performance. The analytic form of the approximate posterior \( q(\textbf{z}) \) is usually chosen such that it can provide a reasonable approximation to the true posterior while keeping the optimization problem tractable.

In [16], it is shown that variational free energy minimization as outlined above can be implemented by message passing on the FFG representation of the generative model. Similar to sum-product message passing, VMP involves the evaluation of a sequence of messages, where each message is calculated from node-local information. Every VMP message update corresponds to a coordinate descent step on the variational free energy, and therefore multiple passes through the schedule converge the free energy to a local minimum.

3. Toolbox-based automated design of message passing algorithms

Message passing provides a convenient paradigm for automating the design of (Bayesian) inference algorithms. A variety of (approximate) inference algorithms can be formulated in terms of message passing, including exact Bayesian inference (sum-product message passing, belief propagation), variational Bayes (VMP), expectation maximization (a special case of VMP), expectation propagation and Gibbs sampling. In principle, these inference algorithms can be generated automatically by finding appropriate message passing schedules and using a library of pre-derived message update equations. This section introduces ForneyLab, a newly developed open source toolbox for automatic generation of inference algorithm based on this paradigm. After a description of the toolbox, we demonstrate its core functionalities through an example application.

3.1. ForneyLab: A toolbox for automating message passing-based inference

To facilitate the automatic generation of message passing solutions to inference problems, we developed ForneyLab (https://github.com/biaslab/ForneyLab.jl), which at the moment of writing this paper is released at version 0.8. ForneyLab is written in the open source scientific programming language Julia, which enjoys a MATLAB-like syntax and native speed similar to compiled C code [19]. ForneyLab accepts a specification of the probabilistic model and inference task as inputs, and produces interpretable source code for the desired inference algorithm, thus enabling users to inspect, modify and debug the (message passing-based inference) implementation. This is achieved by scheduling messages on an FFG representation of the model at hand, and using a library of built-in update rules.

Constructing a message passing algorithm with ForneyLab consists of two main steps: specifying the probabilistic model, and defining an inference problem on this model. For the model definition step, ForneyLab provides a
convenient domain-specific syntax that resembles notational conventions of alternative probabilistic programming languages. Under the hood, ForneyLab builds the corresponding FFG. Optionally, custom factor nodes and message update rules can be defined outside the framework and re-used in model construction. A node function may internally be represented by a factor graph itself, giving rise to so-called composite nodes. This type of support for structural abstraction may be convenient for hierarchical model construction and is also beneficial for algorithmic efficiency. Composite nodes are discussed in more detail in Sec. 4.4.

Once the model has been defined, the user specifies an inference task, which may correspond to (for instance) a signal processing task (by online state estimation) or a parameter estimation task. In general, inference involves finding the marginal posterior distributions of a subset of the model variables. ForneyLab uses the FFG representation of the probabilistic model to automatically derive a suitable message passing schedule, i.e., a sequence of message updates that realizes the requested inference task, and generates source code that implements this message passing algorithm. More specifically, the inference algorithm generation pipeline involves the following stages:

1. **Scheduling.** This step corresponds to finding a sequence of message updates that yields all required marginal distributions.

2. **Update rule selection and message type inference.**
   At each factor node, multiple message update rules may be available. ForneyLab chooses the most appropriate rule based on inbound message types and outbound message requirements. ForneyLab contains a library of pre-computed update rules for built-in nodes, but can also use custom, user-defined update rules (see Sec.4.4 for an example).

3. **Code generation.**
   The sequence of message updates is compiled to source code. Currently, ForneyLab comes with a Julia code generator, but additional code generation engines can be added, for example to generate C code or to target computational frameworks like TensorFlow.

Splitting the algorithm generation process into separate stages allows the user to inspect and modify intermediate constructs. For example, it is possible to use a handcrafted schedule instead of an automatically generated one, or to manually change which update rule is applied for a certain message. Since the final result is inference source code, the user is free to probe or manually modify the inference algorithm at any level.

In summary, ForneyLab consists of the following four components: (i) a convenient domain-specific syntax for specifying probabilistic models; (ii) a library of commonly used factor nodes and corresponding message update implementations; (iii) automatic algorithm generators for belief propagation, variational message passing and expectation propagation; and (iv) an “algorithm-to-code” compiler which generates readable and debuggable inference source code. To demonstrate how the algorithm generation process works in practice, we proceed by working out an example.

### 3.2. Example: automated inference in a hidden Markov model with Gaussian mixture emissions

Message passing on factor graphs is known to support a very wide array of statistical signal processing, communication and control engineering algorithms, including Kalman filtering/smoothing, hidden Markov model learning, Viterbi decoding etc. [20]. Most of these algorithms can be interpreted as inference tasks on probabilistic state-space models (SSM). In the following, we focus the discussion on automated toolbox-based derivation of inference tasks in probabilistic state-space models. A state-space model (SSM) is defined as

\[
p(y, x, \theta, \phi) = p(x_0) \prod_{t=1}^{T} p(x_t | x_{t-1}, \theta) p(y_t | x_t, \phi),
\]

where \( x = (x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_T) \) are hidden (unobserved) states, \( y = (y_1, \ldots, y_T) \) are observed variables and \( \{\theta, \phi\} \) collect the model parameters. In an FFG, time-independent model parameters are constrained to be equal over time by a chain of equality constraint nodes (one for each model section). In order to avoid cluttering the graph with equality chains, we denote these time-independent model parameters by dashed edges in the FFG. The general SSM is graphically represented by the FFG of Fig. 4.
As an example, we consider an SSM that combines a first-order Markov transition model for a discrete state (Eq. 6a) with a continuously-valued Gaussian mixture observation model (Eq. 6b). These types of models are successfully used in many applications such as the modeling of fabrication processes, behavioral data and speech signals. Specifically, we consider the model specified by

\[
p(x_t | x_{t-1}, T) = \text{Categorical} (x_t | T x_{t-1}), \tag{6a}
\]

\[
p(y_t | x_t, m, W) = \prod_{k=1}^{K} \mathcal{N}(y_t | m_k, W_k^{-1})^{x_{tk}}, \tag{6b}
\]

where \(x_t\) is a one-hot coded vector representing the hidden state at time \(t\), and \(T\) is the state transition probability matrix. The vector \(y_t \in \mathbb{R}^d\) holds the observations, and \(\{m_k, W_k\}\) are the parameters for the \(k\)-th mixture component. The FFG for the generative model with 3 components is drawn in Fig. 5 (left). In contrast to a standard Gaussian mixture model (GMM), this model includes a time-dependent discrete state vector that identifies the mixture component from which the observations are drawn. Furthermore, the model differs from a standard hidden Markov model (HMM) because it includes a more complex emission model for continuously-valued observations (rather than discrete observations). We refer to this model as a Hidden Markov Gaussian Mixture (HMGM) model. In ForneyLab, the HMGM model is specified by the code fragment shown in Fig. 6.

Given a sequence of observations \(y = (y_1, \ldots, y_T)\), we are interested in estimating both the hidden state sequence \(x\) and the model parameters \(\{T, m, W\}\). In other words, we wish to compute

\[
p(x, T, m, W | y) = \frac{p(y, x, T, m, W)}{\sum_x \int \int \int p(y, x, T, m, W) dT dm dW}. 
\]

The integrals in the denominator are not analytically tractable, making it impossible to perform exact inference, for example through sum-product message passing. However, it is possible to find an approximate solution to the inference problem by resorting to the variational Bayes algorithm, which we will do here. For the variational approximation to the true posterior, we choose the following factorization:

\[
q(x, T, m, W) = q(x) q(T) \prod_{k=1}^{K} q(m_k) q(W_k). \tag{7}
\]

This factorization is known as a \textit{structured variational approximation} since \(q(x)\) – the approximate posterior distribution of the hidden state sequence – does not fully factorize over all time-indexed state variables, i.e., we do not assume \(q(x) = q(x_0) q(x_1) \cdots q(x_T)\). Given the factorization of Eq. 7, the optimal analytic forms of the factors of \(q\) are determined by the generative model, so there is no need to specify these forms manually.
Fig. 5: Factor graph representation and VMP schedule for the HMGM model with $J = 3$ components. Black-labeled messages are computed by the VMP update rule from [16] and white-labeled messages are calculated according to sum-product update rules.

Fig. 7 lists the code to specify the recognition distribution and build the corresponding inference algorithm with ForneyLab. The resulting message passing schedule is illustrated in Fig. 5 (right) and involves both VMP (black-labeled) and sum-product (white-labeled) update rules. Where sum-product messages perform exact (Bayesian) updates, the VMP messages introduce approximations by directly using the recognition distributions in their update computations. For details, we refer to the detailed description of VMP on FFGs by Dauwels [16].

The message passing schedule should be repeated until the free energy has converged to a local minimum. The source code that ForneyLab generates to implement the inference algorithm contains one (Julia) function for each factor in the recognition distribution. These functions update the parameters of the corresponding factor in the recognition distribution. These functions update the parameters of the corresponding factor in the recognition distribution. The complete message passing algorithm in this function contains 249 calls to message update functions. The snippet shows how the computation for message[1] depends on observation data[:y] and the current beliefs over the mixture components, as stored in the marginals dictionary. Furthermore, the computation for e.g. message[10] depends on message[9], showing the sequentiality of the message passing algorithm. In the end, the resulting marginals, e.g. marginals[::x,0], are updated by multiplying colliding messages. These marginals are then used in the updates for the other recognition factors. Inspection of the (also automatically generated) algorithm for evaluating the variational free energy (Fig. 9) reveals that the free energy is also computed by a sequence of node-local computations. As discussed in Sec. 2.2, the value of the minimized free energy functional can be used as a performance metric for the generated algorithm, since minimized free energy is a proxy for “minus log-evidence”.

Fig. 10 shows example code for executing the generated inference algorithm. This involves setting the initial recognition distributions, collecting observed variables and repeatedly executing the algorithm until convergence. To test the algorithm, we apply it on a synthetic data set sampled from the generative model with fixed parameters. Fig. 11 (left) shows the data set, which contains 50 two-dimensional observations drawn from a HMGM model with $K = 3$ components. Fig. 11 (middle) visualizes the inferred model parameters (means of the approximate posterior distributions) after convergence of the inference algorithm. The solution correctly identifies all Gaussian mixture components in the observation model, and finds appropriate state transition probabilities for the hidden Markov model that governs the component switches. The variational free energy converges to a local minimum after roughly 5 iterations of the VMP algorithm, as shown by Fig. 11 (right).

The automatically generated algorithm for full Bayesian inference in the HMGM model is an illustrative example of how the message passing paradigm can help to produce efficient algorithms without requiring expert knowledge about the underlying methods. While it is possible to manually derive a variational inference algorithm for the model at
# Priors

```julia
@RV T ~ Dirichlet(ones(3,3))
@RV m1 ~ GaussianMeanVariance(zeros(2), huge*diageye(2))
@RV W1 ~ Wishart(huge*diageye(2), 2.0)
... 
@RV x_0 ~ Categorical(1/3*ones(3), id=:x_0)
```

```julia
x = Vector{Variable}(n_samples) # Pre-allocate variable vector
y = Vector{Variable}(n_samples)
x_t_min = x_0 # Initialize previous state
for t = 1:n_samples
  # Build model sections
  @RV x[t] ~ Transition(x_t_min, T) # Transition model
  @RV y[t] ~ GaussianMixture(x[t], m1, W1, m2, W2, m3, W3) # Observation model
  x_t_min = x[t] # Reset state for next section
  placeholder(y[t], :y, index=t, datatype=Float64, dims=(2,)) # Indicate observation of y at time t
end
```

Figure 6: Julia code for building the HMGM model from Eq. 6 with ForneyLab. In Julia, expressions prefixed by “@” indicate macros. Here, @RV describes a “Random Variable”-node constructor. The “:” prefix (e.g. :y) identifies a symbol that may be used for indexing. The placeholder function marks a model variable as observed.

```julia
q = RecognitionFactorization([x_0; x], T, m1, W1, m2, W2, m3, W3; ids=[:X, :T, :M1, :W1, :M2, :W2, :M3, :W3])
algo = variationalAlgorithm(q)
algo_F = freeEnergyAlgorithm(q) # Build the VMP algorithm
```

Figure 7: Julia code for specifying and building a variational message passing algorithm with ForneyLab. The first line specifies a structured recognition distribution, where all state variables are accommodated in a single recognition factor (indicated by square brackets), with corresponding id :X. Subsequent variables each have their own recognition factor and corresponding ids. The final two lines invoke the ForneyLab algorithm generators that return the variational message passing algorithm and free energy algorithm as Julia source code.

Hand, it involves long and tedious (model-dependent) derivations. Using the divide-and-conquer approach of message passing, we are able to reduce this task to deriving update rules for individual factor nodes, which is much simpler. Moreover, these update rules can be reused to perform inference in other models involving the same factors. Note that while black-box inference methods like automatic differentiation variational inference (ADVI) [21] require no manual derivations at all, they are generally much slower than (message passing) algorithms that leverage analytic solutions. Moreover, additional tricks are required to make ADVI possible in models involving discrete latent variables (see e.g. [22]). In Sec. 5 we compare message passing-based inference to black-box inference methods in terms of performance.
function stepX!(data::Dict, marginals::Dict=Dict(), messages::Vector{Message}=Array{Message}(249))
    messages[1] = ruleVBGaussianMixtureZCat(ProbabilityDistribution(Multivariate, PointMass, m=data[:y][8]),
        nothing, marginals[:m1], marginals[:W1], marginals[:m2], marginals[:W2], marginals[:m3],
        marginals[:W3])
    ...
    messages[10] = ruleSVBTransitionOutVCD(nothing, messages[9], marginals[:T])
    ...
    marginals[:x_0] = messages[9].dist * messages[249].dist
    marginals[:x_1] = messages[10].dist * messages[248].dist
    ...
    return marginals
end

Figure 8: Segment of an automatically generated inference algorithm code as stored in algo(Fig. 7). For variational message passing, each recognition factor has its own corresponding step! function, where the trailing characters relate to the corresponding recognition factor, e.g. stepX!. Each step! function consecutively builds an array of messages by executing specific message update rules. In this example, the first message is computed by calling the update ruleVBGaussianMixtureZCat on a data entry (data[:y][8]) and a pre-initialized dictionary of marginal beliefs. Finally, an updated dictionary of marginal beliefs is returned.

function freeEnergy(data::Dict, marginals::Dict)
    F = 0.0
    F += averageEnergy(Dirichlet, marginals[:T], ProbabilityDistribution(MatrixVariate, PointMass,
        m=[1.0 1.0 1.0; 1.0 1.0 1.0; 1.0 1.0 1.0]))
    ...
    F += averageEnergy(GaussianMixture, ProbabilityDistribution(Multivariate, PointMass, m=data[:y][1]),
        marginals[:x_1], marginals[:m1], marginals[:W1], marginals[:m2], marginals[:W2], marginals[:m3],
        marginals[:W3])
    ...
    F -= differentialEntropy(marginals[:T])
    F -= differentialEntropy(marginals[:m1])
    ...
    return F
end

Figure 9: Segment of automatically generated code for evaluating the variational free energy as stored in algo_F (Fig. 7). The free energy is computed by summing and subtracting (local) energy and entropy terms (see also Eq. 4a).
# Load algorithms (algo and algo_F are strings containing the source code)
eval(parse(algo))
eval(parse(algo_F))

# Initial recognition distributions
marginals = Dict{Symbol, ProbabilityDistribution}(
    :T => vague(Dirichlet, (3,3)),
    :m1 => ProbabilityDistribution(Multivariate, GaussianMeanVariance, m=[0.0, 1.0], v=100.0*diageye(2)),
    :W1 => ProbabilityDistribution(Wishart, v=10.0*diageye(2), nu=2.0),
    ...
)

# Initialize data
data = Dict(:y => y_data)
n_its = 20

# Execute algorithm by iteratively calling automatically generated functions
F = Vector{Float64}(n_its)
for i = 1:n_its
    stepX!(data, marginals)
    stepW1!(data, marginals)
    ...
    stepM1!(data, marginals)
    ...
    stepT!(data, marginals)
    F[i] = freeEnergy(data, marginals)
end

Figure 10: Julia code snippet for executing the VMP algorithm generated by ForneyLab. The first two lines of code parse and evaluate the automatically generated algorithm code from Fig. 7. This imports the recognition factor-specific step! functions (Fig. 8) and the freeEnergy function (Fig. 9) into the current scope. The step! functions can then be iterated to update (in-place) a pre-initialized dictionary of marginal beliefs. After each iteration the free energy can be computed and inspected for convergence.

Figure 11: Left: synthetic two-dimensional data set generated by sampling a sequence of 50 time steps from a HMGM model with $K = 3$ components. Colors correspond to the latent hidden state of the Markov model, arrows indicate the sequence of observations. The parameters of the generative model are chosen to only allow ‘clockwise’ state transitions. Middle: visualization of the inferred model parameters (Gaussian mixture model and state transition probabilities) after convergence of the variational Bayes algorithm. Right: evolution of the variational free energy during execution of the inference algorithm.
4. Boosting the algorithm design loop by automated inference in factor graphs

In the search process for an effective algorithm, it is important that we can quickly specify updates to model proposals and compare the relative performance of these proposals. Here, we illustrate how the modularity of the FFG framework allows for flexible construction of custom models and algorithms. In Sec. 4.1 we model a time series with a linear Gaussian model. This model is improved in Sec. 4.2, where we exemplify how the model can be adapted by explicitly incorporating nonlinearities. With ForneyLab, this adaptation evaluates to adding one extra line of code to the model specification. In Sec. 4.3, we showcase the flexibility with respect to algorithm specification by constructing a custom algorithm that combines VMP with expectation propagation. We will see that the combined benefits of both algorithms leads to improved performance over pure VMP in our example. Finally, Sec. 4.4 underlines the hierarchical nature of the FFG framework by considering composite nodes as modular building blocks for model construction. This construct allows for building complex hierarchical structures, and improved inference by leveraging external tools and custom updates.

4.1. Time series modeling with a linear Gaussian SSM

In this section we provide an example of a linear Gaussian SSM that we will later adapt (Sec. 4.2) to improve the model fit to a simulated data set. Consider a time series data set consisting of hourly temperature measurements over a period of two days generated by the following process:

\[
\begin{align*}
\hat{\omega}_t &\sim \mathcal{N}(0, \hat{W}^{-1}) \\
\hat{x}_t = A\hat{x}_{t-1} + \hat{\omega}_t \\
\hat{\nu}_t &\sim \mathcal{N}(0, \hat{\nu}^{-1}) \\
\hat{y}_t &= \log \left(1 + \exp(b^T \hat{x}_t)\right) + \hat{\nu}_t.
\end{align*}
\]

In order to make things interesting, we assumed that our thermometer has a nonlinear response curve, given by the softplus function \( g(x) = \log (1 + \exp(x)) \), which truncates negative temperatures. In order to introduce a daily periodicity in the temperatures, the hidden state represents a phasor \( \phi_t \in \mathbb{C} \), of which the real and imaginary component are respectively encoded by the entries in the hidden states \( \hat{x}_t \in \mathbb{R}^2 \). Two days \( (T = 48) \) of data are generated from an initial state \( \hat{x}_0 = (5, 0)^T \) by recursive application of Eq. 8a–8d. The state transition matrix \( A \) represents a rotation with angular frequency \( \pi/12 \) and \( W \) is a diagonal precision matrix with \( \hat{W}_{ij} = 50, \hat{W}_{ii} = 0 \). The observation is generated from the first (real) state vector component by the selection vector \( b = (1, 0)^T \). Finally, \( \hat{\nu} = 50 \) represents the precision of the Gaussian observation noise. The resulting observations and hidden states are shown in Fig. 13.

In order to model this time series we postulate a linear Gaussian dynamic model as defined by

\[
\begin{align*}
p(x_t | x_{t-1}, W) &= \mathcal{N} \left(x_t | Ax_{t-1}, W^{-1}\right) \\
p(y_t | x_t, u) &= \mathcal{N} \left(y_t | b^T x_t, u^{-1}\right),
\end{align*}
\]

with “vague” (virtually uninformative) priors on the initial state and precisions. Because this generative model for the data lacks the softplus nonlinearity that was used in generating the data, there exists a deliberate mismatch between the generative process and our proposed generative model. In Sec. 4.2 we will alleviate this mismatch by explicitly modeling the nonlinearity as well.

Assume that we are interested in estimating a posterior belief for the hidden state sequence \( (x) \), and the transition and observation noise precisions \( (W \text{ and } u) \) from a given data set \( (y) \). In other words, we are interested in evaluating the inference task

\[
p(x, W, u | y) = \frac{p(y, x, W, u)}{\int \cdots \int p(y_t, x_t, W_t, u_t) dx_t dW_t du_t}.
\]

In order to evaluate this inference task, we perform approximate inference by variational message passing [16] and choose the recognition distribution factorization

\[
q(x, W, u) = q(x) q(W) q(u),
\]
which imposes a structured factorization of $q$ by assuming a single joint recognition factor for the full state sequence $x = (x_0, x_1, \ldots, x_T)$, and a single joint recognition factor for all entries of the precision matrix $W$. The resulting message passing schedule for the current problem is illustrated in Fig. 12 (left). First, messages $\text{1}$ and $\text{2}$ estimate a current state from the previous state, and messages $\text{3}$ and $\text{4}$ propagate predictions towards the current observation. Next, the current state estimate is corrected by messages $\text{5}$, $\text{6}$ and $\text{7}$, which account for evidence contained by the current observation. Propagating forward, these messages execute a forward (filtering) pass over the full state sequence (i.e., going forward from $t = 0$ to $t = T$). This is followed by a backward (smoothing) pass comprising the messages $\text{8}$, $\text{9}$ and $\text{10}$ that runs from $t = T$ backwards to $t = 0$. The smoothing pass improves the state estimates through evidence (observations) from future time steps. In a real-time processing scenario, we may need to skip the smoothing pass. Finally, given the updated state estimates, messages $\text{11}$ and $\text{12}$ update the estimates for the precision parameters. This message passing sequence constitutes one iteration of the estimation process. The performance of the estimation process can be improved by repeating the sequence over multiple iterations, where the resulting estimates of an iteration are taken as initial estimates (priors) for the next iteration.

The simulation results for the state estimate after 100 iterations is shown in Fig. 13 (left). It can be seen that the estimated state faithfully follows the observed data. Posterior precisions are $q(u) = \text{Gam}(u | a = 25, b = 0.36)$, and $q(W) = \mathcal{W}(W | V = \begin{pmatrix} 3.87 & 0.51 \\ 0.51 & 0.09 \end{pmatrix}, \nu = 50)$ (where $\mathcal{W}$ denotes a Wishart distribution). Fig. 13 (right) shows the free energy as a function of number of iterations.

### 4.2. Trying an alternative model with a nonlinear likelihood

We now try to improve the algorithm performance of the SSM by postulating an alternative observation model. Specifically, we will explicitly account for the nonlinear corruption of the measurements. Without an automated-inference toolbox, any model adaptation would require a possibly tedious manual re-derivation of the inference update equations. In the factor graph framework, the probabilistic model can be readily extended, and the adjusted VMP algorithm can be automatically derived. With ForneyLab, this extension evaluates to a single extra line in the model definition. With the softplus nonlinearity $g(\cdot)$ included, the observation model becomes

$$p(y_t | x_t, u) = \mathcal{N}(y_t | g(b^T x_t), u^{-1}) .$$

The message passing schedule for the nonlinear model is drawn in Fig. 12 (right). Exact computation of message $\text{5}$ is complicated by the nonlinearity introduced by the $g$ node. However, message passing allows us to retain conjugacy
by computing messages through local approximations. Therefore, we linearize \( g(\cdot) \) around the mean of the inbound message (4), and compute the outbound message from the approximated node function. The same procedure is applied to message (7). While this local approximation introduces an error in the resulting message computations, we will see that it works well in practice.

Figure 13: Inference results for estimation (left) of linear and nonlinear Gaussian state-space models on a toy data set. The right figure shows the convergence of the free energy for both cases.

Estimation of the alternative model with ForneyLab yields the state (first component) estimation result of Fig. 13 (left), precision estimates \( q(u) = \text{Gam}(u | a = 25, b = 0.50) \) and \( q(W) = \mathcal{W}\left(\begin{pmatrix} 5.65 & 0.00 \\ 0.00 & 5.62 \end{pmatrix}, \nu = 50 \right) \), and free energy estimate in Fig. 13 (right). The final difference in free energy between the linear and nonlinear model evaluates to 156 [dB], which rules overwhelmingly in favor of the nonlinear model.

This section intended to exemplify the ease with which an alternative model proposal can be scored on performance. By simply replacing or adding factor nodes, alternative models can be specified and ForneyLab automatically delivers code for inference algorithms, including code for performance evaluation. This eliminates the need for tedious manual derivations, and opens up the possibility of fast iterative search for the best model fit to the data [1]. Furthermore, we illustrated how message passing allows for local approximations to difficult messages resulting from nonlinearities in the model.

4.3. Message passing on FFGs as a platform for combining inference algorithms

In this section we exemplify how message passing with ForneyLab combines VMP with expectation propagation (EP) for estimating a SSM with a binary observation model. Similar models are often used in the context of perception and decision making, e.g. [23, 24]. Here we exemplify how a hybrid VMP-EP algorithm leads to improved estimation results over full VMP on a binary model example.

In this example, we use the same hidden state data generating process as in Sec. 4.1. We generate a hidden state sequence by Eq. 8a and 8b with initial state \( \hat{x}_0 = (1, 0)^T \). Then, in contrast to Sec. 4.1, we draw \( T = 96 \) binary observations \( \hat{y}_t \in \{1, -1\} \) (true, false), where the probability of the outcomes is determined by the fluctuating continuous hidden state, as

\[
Pr(\hat{y}_t = 1) = \Phi(b^T \hat{x}_t),
\]

(11a)

where \( \Phi(\cdot) \) is the standard Gaussian cumulative density function.

For the generative model we assume Eq. 9a for the state transition model, and define the observation model as

\[
p(y_t | x_t) = \Phi(\mathbf{y}_t \cdot b^T x_t).
\]

(12)
The full generative model is obtained by substituting Eqs. 12 and 9a in Eq. 5, and choosing vague priors.

Assume that we are interested in inferring a posterior belief over the hidden state sequence \((x)\) and the transition precision \((W)\) from the observed discrete data set \((y = \hat{y})\). As before, we choose a structured recognition distribution factorization, given by

\[
q(x, W) = q(x)q(W).
\]

However, in formulating the message passing algorithm, we immediately run into trouble with the factor \(f_\Phi(b, r) = \Phi(b \cdot r)\), linking a binary variable \(b \in \{1, -1\}\) to a real variable \(r \in \mathbb{R}\). We first zoom in on this binary factor node, which is drawn in Fig. 14 (left).

![Figure 14: FFG representation (left) and message passing schedule with observed datum (right) for a binary node. Here, the double circled message represents an expectation propagation message [25].](image)

Naively, we might attempt to compute the backward message (indicated by a left overhead arrow) for an observation \(\hat{b} = 1\) as

\[
\overline{a}(r) = \sum_{b \in \{1, -1\}} f_\Phi(b, r) \delta(b - \hat{b}) = \sum_{b \in \{1, -1\}} \Phi(b \cdot r) \delta(b - 1) = \Phi(r).
\]

However, this message breaks conjugacy and leads to increasingly complex messages when propagated further into the model. In an effort to obtain conjugate updates, some proposals mend the variational message updates [26, 27], while others augment the generative model [28]. In this section, we propose an alternative approach that takes full advantage of the modularity of the FFG framework. The intrinsic modularity allows for selecting different Bayesian approximation methods at each node-edge interface in the generative model. Thus, the FFG framework allows not only to change local model assumptions, but also to change local inference methods.

Expectation propagation (EP) [10] is an alternative principled approximate Bayesian message passing algorithm that leads to accurate estimates for binary models [29]. For a backward message on the binary node, the EP update is drawn in Fig. 14 (right), where the EP message \(\overline{a}(r)\) is computed from observation \(b\) (which is the incoming message to node \(\Phi\) from the right), together with a so-called cavity message \(\overline{a}(r)\), which is simply the incoming message to node \(\Phi\) from the left side of the FFG. Since EP messages introduce circular message dependencies in the schedule, proper EP-based inference is an iterative algorithm, where multiple iterations of the message passing schedule (hopefully) lead to a stable posterior estimate. For more details on the EP message update for message passing on an FFG, see [25]. Using a local EP message at the \(\Phi\) node naturally leads to a hybrid VMP-EP schedule, as illustrated in Fig. 15 (left).

We compared the performance of the hybrid VMP-EP algorithm with a more conventional model augmentation technique [28] that allows for full VMP estimation. We inferred the posterior results by performing fifty iterations of both algorithms. The resulting state estimates are shown in Fig. 15 (right). The posterior precisions are

\[
\begin{bmatrix} 31.5 & 0.0 \\ 0.0 & 31.5 \end{bmatrix}, \nu = 98
\]

for the hybrid algorithm and

\[
\begin{bmatrix} 32.2 & 0.0 \\ 0.0 & 32.2 \end{bmatrix}, \nu = 98
\]

for the augmented model. In order to assess model performance we compared the terminal free energies, which lean 10 [dB] in favor of the hybrid VMP-EP algorithm.
4.4. Composite nodes for hierarchical model construction and computational efficiency

An important feature of the FFG framework is that a set of neighboring nodes can be grouped together to form a composite node that by the rest of the graph is interpreted as a regular single node. Composite nodes hide their internal processing from the rest of the graph, and consequently, inference processes on a graph can proceed as long as each composite node follows the proper message passing communication rules at its interfaces to the rest of the graph.

Composite nodes can be used as modular building blocks in hierarchical model specifications. For instance, a set of nodes can be grouped together as a “layer”-composite node, and a set of connected “layer” nodes can be grouped as a “layered network”-composite node. This “layered network”-composite node can now be inserted at any place in any proper FFG, since composite nodes act as regular nodes at their interfaces. In this view, the FFG framework is “just” a framework for distributed information processing that specifies how different modules in the network communicate with each other. In a sense, FFGs provide the means to do “gray-box” inference in probabilistic models since nodes may hide custom black-box inference procedures.

Since the internal information processing in composite nodes is hidden from the rest of the graph, we can replace parts of the internal message passing computations by other more efficient computations that do not need to be based on message passing. Taking this idea a bit further, it is entirely conceivable to wrap a deep neural network (DNN) from another toolbox into a composite node and use this DNN node as a regular node in our FFG toolbox.

As an example of the use of composite nodes, we reconsider the SSM of Fig. 12 (left). Here, the update rule for message 7 requires the inversion of the covariance matrices of the incoming messages 2 and 6 (see [13]). These inversions might be prohibitively expensive when the dimensionality of the hidden state is large.

The “gain-equality”-composite node, as defined in [13], avoids the need for inverting large covariance matrices by grouping the equality and observation matrix (vector b in our case) into a single node and utilizing the matrix inversion lemma to redefine the message update rule 4 in Fig. 16. As a result, online state estimation in an SSM with large state vectors proceeds more stable and with less computations through the composite node construct. In an FFG, we indicate composite nodes by dashed boxes, see Fig. 16 (left).

ForneyLab provides convenient support to define composite nodes. In order to build this model with ForneyLab, we first define the gain-equality composite node (Fig. 17). This composite node can now be used in the construction of the generative model graph.

If we do nothing else, then the internal message passing in the composite node is the same as without the composite node definition. However, ForneyLab supports creation of custom update rules inside the composite node. For instance, a custom sum-product rule for message 4 in Fig. 16 (right) for the gain-equality node is registered with
Figure 16: FFG for the gain-equality composite node (left) and estimation schedule for the linear Gaussian SSM of Sec. 4.1 with a gain-equality composite node included (right).

```julia
@composite GainEquality (y, x, z) begin
    @RV w = equal(x, z)
    b = [1.0, 0.0]
    @RV y = dot(b, w)
end
```

Figure 17: Julia code for constructing the gain-equality composite node with ForneyLab. The `@composite` macro header specifies the new node type (`GainEquality`) and an ordered tuple of connected variables (`y`, `x`, `z`). The macro body then defines the (statistical) relations between these (and any internal auxiliary) variables through the standard ForneyLab model definition syntax.

ForneyLab by the code as shown in Fig. 18.

```julia
@sumProductRule(:node_type => GainEquality, # Node type the rule pertains to
                 :outbound_type => Message{GaussianMeanVariance}, # Resulting message type from update
                 :inbound_types => (Message{Gaussian}, Message{Gaussian}, Void), # Argument message types
                 :name => SPGainEqualityIn2GGV) # Unique rule identifier
```

Figure 18: Julia code for registering a custom gain-equality update rule with ForneyLab. The `@sumProductRule` macro specifies a sum-product update rule by defining an outbound message type for a specific node-message inputs combination. The rule is given a unique name so that its actual computation can be independently implemented by the inference engine.

In summary, composite nodes provide a very powerful mechanism to build hierarchical models and to customize the internal inference processes in these nodes. Customized rules may make use of convenient re-parameterizations, algebraic tricks or sampling methods that could potentially be implemented by external tools and algorithms. The option to leverage external tools for executing message updates also opens up the possibility to learn complex updates rules from the data by means of amortization techniques [30, 31].

5. Experimental evaluation

In this section we evaluate the usefulness and efficiency of (automatically generated) message passing algorithms for Bayesian inference. To this end, we consider two common scenarios in Bayesian signal processing: Bayesian parameter estimation in a random walk model (Sec. 5.1) and online learning of the parameters of a linear time-invariant state-space model (Sec. 5.2). We compare the message passing algorithms as implemented with ForneyLab
to MCMC and black box variational (ADVI) methods as implemented in probabilistic programming platforms Stan [4, 32] and Edward [5].

5.1. Bayesian learning of a random walk model

Learning the parameters of a random walk model with a latent drift component from noisy observations is a common task in signal processing systems. Here we consider the task of full Bayesian estimation of all model parameters, and compare the predictive accuracies and running times of multiple algorithms implemented in ForneyLab, Stan and Edward. Both Monte Carlo and variational algorithms can be viewed as successive approximation methods: the more iterations are performed, the better the list of samples or the variational distribution will approximate the true posterior distribution. Therefore, our goal here is to evaluate the accuracy of multiple algorithm implementations as a function of execution time. Through comparing these performance curves we aim to position ForneyLab in the landscape of automated inference toolboxes in terms of running time versus accuracy.

We consider the following Gaussian random walk model with drift parameter \( d \) and Gaussian observation noise:

\[
p(x_t | x_{t-1}, d, w) = \mathcal{N}(x_t | x_{t-1} + d, w^{-1})
\]

(14a)

\[
p(y_t | x_t, u) = \mathcal{N}(y_t | x_t, u^{-1})
\]

(14b)

The left panel of Fig. 19 depicts the FFG representation of this model. The goal is to perform full Bayesian inference of the hidden state sequence as well as the drift and noise parameters. Initial state \( x_0 \) and drift parameter \( d \) are endowed with vague Gaussian priors; the priors on the noise precisions are chosen to be vague Gamma distributions. We perform inference using a variety of inference methods and toolboxes:

- No U-Turn Sampling (NUTS, an MCMC method) with Stan (“stan-nuts”);
- Mean-field and full-rank ADVI with Stan (“stan-mfvb” and “stan-svb”);
- MAP inference and mean-field ADVI with Edward (“ed-map” and “ed-mfvb”);
- Structured VMP with ForneyLab (“fl-svb”).

These methods propose different factorizations of the recognition distribution. As a general rule, less factorization assumptions in the recognition distributions is expected to lead to better approximations of the true posterior. On the other hand, a lower degree of factorization also makes it harder to quickly converge to a local minimum in the variational free energy. Full-rank ADVI as performed by Stan assumes no factorization of the recognition distribution. ForneyLab and Edward use the following mean-field and structured factorizations:

\[
\text{Mean-field: } q(x, d, w, u) = q(d) q(w) q(u) \prod_{t=0}^{T} q(x_t)
\]

(15a)

\[
\text{Structured: } q(x, d, w, u) = q(d) q(w) q(u) q(x)
\]

(15b)

Inference is performed on a toy data set consisting of 50 samples drawn from a random walk with drift \( \hat{d} = -0.1 \), transition precision \( \hat{w} = 100 \) and observation precision \( \hat{u} = 10 \). For performance evaluation, we draw \( N = 1000 \) trajectories \( y_{\text{pred}}^{(n)} \) of length 20 from the true generative process. Then, for each estimation method, we draw \( S = 1000 \) samples from the (approximate) posterior distribution over the parameters. As a performance measure for the inference procedure, we evaluate the average marginal log-likelihood of each sample-trajectory combination, as defined by

\[
Q = \frac{1}{S} \frac{1}{N} \sum_{s=1}^{S} \sum_{n=1}^{N} \log p_s(y_{\text{pred}}^{(n)})
\]

where \( p_s \) is the predictive distribution under sampled parameter setting \( s \). On average, this metric will favor the approximate posterior with the best predictive performance. Fig. 19 (right) depicts predictive performance versus running time for the different inference methods and varying iteration counts. All experiments were executed on the same Linux notebook with 16 GB of memory and no GPU acceleration. Roughly speaking, we see that ForneyLab simulations lead to similar or better predictive performance in less (wall-clock) time.
5.2. Learning a state-space model through streaming variational Bayes

To strain the toolboxes a bit further, in this section we combine the linear Gaussian model of Sec. 4.1 with the random walk model of Sec. 5.1 into a combined SSM, and perform Bayesian inference on a real-world time series. The considered data set is comprised of monthly atmospheric CO\textsubscript{2} concentration measurements [33], which show a (seasonal) periodic component and a slow upward trend, as shown in Fig. 20 (bottom right). The model we consider consists of two components: a Gaussian random walk with drift (to capture the trend) and a SSM for periodic signals (to capture the periodicity). The SSM component models periodicity by applying a rotation matrix $A$ in the state transition model, where the latent state $x$ represents a phasor. Finally, the observations are modeled by adding the two components under Gaussian observation noise:

**Trend model:**
$$p(z_t | z_{t-1}, d, \gamma) = \mathcal{N}(z_t | z_{t-1} + d, \gamma^{-1})$$  \hspace{1cm} (16a)

**Periodic model:**
$$p(x_t | x_{t-1}, W) = \mathcal{N}(x_t | Ax_{t-1}W^{-1})$$  \hspace{1cm} (16b)

**Observation model:**
$$p(y_t | x_t, z_t, u) = \mathcal{N}(y_t | b^T x_t + z_t, u^{-1})$$  \hspace{1cm} (16c)

Performing full Bayesian inference for the model parameters as well as the hidden state sequences is challenging because of the number of latent variables in the model. A common strategy to keep the computational load limited in such cases is to sequentially perform inference based on mini-batches, using the (approximate) posteriors of the previous step as priors in the next. This approach is known as “streaming variational inference” [34], since it yields an inference algorithm whose computational load scales linearly in terms of data size, thus making it possible to process data in a streaming fashion. In this experiment we apply streaming variational inference with mini-batch size 24. The initial priors are set to be vague. We use the first six mini-batches for learning and the remaining two mini-batches for evaluating the predictive performance of the fitted model. The predictive performance is defined as the average log-likelihood of the test set under 100 samples of the (approximate) posterior.

We compare the same combinations of toolboxes and inference methods as in Sec. 5.1, with the exception of MAP inference since it cannot be applied in a recursive fashion. Unfortunately, we were not able to obtain a converging algorithm in all cases, even after fixing one or more of the model variables and applying informed initializations. In particular, we were unable to construct converging black box variational inference algorithms in Edward for the given model. The ADVI implementation in Stan does converge, but only in case of mean-field factorization. Fig. 20 (top right) contains the results for the methods that converged.
Again, these performance results support the notion that message passing-based inference in factor graphs (as implemented by ForneyLab) is a competitive probabilistic modeling strategy for streaming data applications. In our opinion, when dealing with time-constrained inference and learning problems in dynamical models, message passing-based inference should be a strong candidate inference strategy.

Figure 20: Left: FFG representation of the model for CO$_2$ concentration levels. Top right: predictive performance as a function of running time for different inference implementations. Bottom right: CO$_2$ concentration data set and visualization of the inference result obtained by fl-svb. The shaded area corresponds to two standard deviations; the area to the right of the dashed line corresponds to the predictive distribution of the model under the inferred posterior.

6. Related work

Interest of the machine learning community in probabilistic programming toolboxes has exploded over the last few years. This rise in popularity is catalyzed by the development of TensorFlow [35] as a basis for recent toolboxes such as Edward [5] and ZhuSuan [36]. These toolboxes exploit the analytic expressions of the free energy functional as their optimization objectives. In practice, assumptions about conjugacy or the form of the recognition distribution may limit the scope of workable models. In contrast, sampling-based toolboxes such as PyMC3 [37] (based on Theano [38]) and Stan [4] are in general more flexible in their available modeling choices, but pay a price in terms of estimation time.

Modularity in terms of model specification and computation is another important topic in probabilistic programming, because it allows for efficient re-use of pre-specified model and inference primitives as well as for custom
extensions upon existing building blocks. Already from the early beginnings, with the development of the BUGS project, the importance of modularity and extensibility of probabilistic programming toolboxes was recognized [2]. More recent examples of principled approaches to modular model specification are the Bayes Blocks toolbox [39], and the model fragments approach to VMP-based semi-parametric regression [40].

Recently, more effort has been directed towards the positioning of probabilistic programming toolboxes in the scientific process. With the development of Edward, the emphasis of the probabilistic programming toolbox shifts from being just a tool for inference, to it being a tool for model criticism as well. This enables probabilistic programming to aid with the full process of iterative model design [1].

ForneyLab employs the Forney-style factor graph [12] framework for model representation, and implements VMP as described by [16]. VMP was originally described on Bayesian networks by [9] and found an implementation in the VIBES framework [41]. Later implementations of VMP were based on (bipartite) factor graphs [42], which found implementations in Infer.NET [43], Dimple [44] and Bayes Net [45].

Bayes Net and Dimple are both based on the MATLAB language, which is practical, but suffers from performance issues for larger models (and MATLAB itself is not free). In contrast, ForneyLab is based on the modern, open source, high-productivity and high-performance language Julia [19]. Moreover, ForneyLab differs from existing probabilistic programming frameworks because it uses Julia’s meta-programming capabilities to produce inference algorithms as executable (Julia) source code. This source code may be readily customized, offering the user precise low-level control over inference execution.

7. Discussion and conclusions

In this paper we approached Bayesian inference from a message passing perspective, based on a Forney-style factor graph (FFG) description of probabilistic generative models. We painted a broad spectrum of possibilities that arise naturally when adhering to FFGs as a platform for Bayesian inference:

- in contrast to ADVI methods, message passing naturally allows for estimation of hybrid models, combining discrete and continuous latent variables (Sec. 3.2);
- the modular make-up of the FFG allows for automated derivation of message passing algorithms (Sec. 4.1);
- the automatically derived free energy functional allows for evaluation of the free energy as a model performance measure (Sec. 4.1);
- the modular model representation, together with a principled and automatically derived performance measure, allow for fast iterative search for the best model to fit the data (Sec. 4.2);
- the message passing formalism allows for combining conceptually distinct inference algorithms under a unified paradigm (Sec. 4.3);
- composite nodes allow for implementing custom rules for improved efficiency and flexibility, and allow for hierarchical design in terms of model structure and algorithms (Sec. 4.4);

We showed proofs of principle for each of these benefits by implementing examples with ForneyLab, a novel probabilistic programming toolbox for message passing on FFGs.

Tran and Blei summarized four future challenges for message-passing based probabilistic programming languages, in their comment [46] on Wand [40]. With ForneyLab, we have addressed (at least in part) these four challenges. The first challenge concerns the specification of local structure by a probabilistic programming language. With ForneyLab, local structure is naturally represented as connections between nodes in an FFG. The user specifies the model through a domain-specific syntax that mimics probabilistic notation, while under the hood the FFG is constructed.

Tran and Blei’s second challenge concerned building an extensible inference engine. As mentioned in Sec. 4.4, in ForneyLab, inference schedules can be naturally extended by including custom (composite) nodes and message updates. However, the extensibility of the inference engine does not end there. The user is free to write her own custom inference engine that takes as input the schedules produced by ForneyLab. This engine might then allow for efficiently combining message updates, or even compile the schedule for implementation on custom hardware.
The third challenge proposes to push modularity even further by introducing hierarchicality in algorithms. We touched upon this idea in Sec. 4.4, where composite nodes implement custom update rules that may employ any external toolbox or algorithm it can interface with. This allows for building hierarchies of local algorithms. Combinations of inference algorithms were further explored in Sec. 4.3, where the message passing paradigm allowed for proposing a combined VMP-EP algorithm.

Tran and Blei’s fourth challenge related to adapting inference to the computational budget of the user. With message passing, updates can be budgeted based on the information contents of incoming messages. For example, when the entropy of incoming messages is high, the information content of the outbound message might not justify the computational expense. With ForneyLab, budgeting mechanisms may be readily incorporated into the message update rules.

We positioned ForneyLab in the probabilistic toolbox landscape by comparing predictive performance and running time of message passing algorithms as implemented with ForneyLab, with similar inference procedures as implemented with Edward and Stan. For the two SSM problems considered in this paper, ForneyLab exhibited similar or better predictive performance in much less (wall-clock) time. Therefore, we surmise that ForneyLab is a candidate probabilistic modeling framework for automated inference in dynamical systems. These systems are particularly prevalent in the signal processing and control theory communities.

7.1. Limitations

The choice of message passing as a platform for probabilistic inference implies some inherent limitations. Message passing relies on the ability of the generative model to factorize into local node functions, which is not always possible. For example, a Gaussian Process model requires a full joint distribution over the modeled (state) variables, disallowing local factorization assumptions on which message passing is based. A second limitation is due to ForneyLab’s requirement for tractable messages. With ForneyLab, messages are represented by a message type together with a finite set of parameters (sufficient statistics). While this representation enables efficient computations, it also limits the flexibility of the posterior distribution. An extension of the message representation might allow for implementation of non-parametric message types such as particle lists. Finally, ForneyLab does not use parallelization and vectorization out of the box. However, with message passing there is ample opportunity to apply these techniques. More efficient schedulers or engines that account for parallel structure might significantly increase performance.

7.2. Why Julia?

Julia is a high-level programming language for technical computing that combines productivity with performance. The MATLAB-like syntax enables fast and productive prototyping, while the just-in-time (JIT) compiler ensures high performance with execution times close to compiled C code [19]. These properties make Julia an excellent language choice for probabilistic programming, where abstract model and algorithm definitions must be compiled to fast executable inference algorithms.

As already shown in the examples above, ForneyLab takes advantage of Julia’s qualities. Firstly, productive sessions with ForneyLab are facilitated through Julia’s excellent meta-programming functionalities. The domain-specific syntax for defining the generative model employs macros that convert the abstract model declaration expressions to specific calls to the node constructors that construct the FFG under the hood. Meta-programming is also extensively used on the other end of the modeling pipeline, where high-level schedules are converted to executable Julia code. In essence, ForneyLab is a Julia program that outputs Julia programs. This is advantageous since the complete open source Julia suite (base language and over 1800 registered packages, see https://pkg.julialang.org) remains seamlessly accessible while working with ForneyLab.

Furthermore, with Julia’s multiple dispatch functionality, message computation rules are defined as factor node-specific functions. For varying input message types, a single update rule may yield different outbound message types. Multiple dispatch allows to group separate methods for varying input signatures under a single function name. This greatly improves clarity and effectively implements an innate message lookup-table.

Finally, the open source Julia license makes it a highly accessible language for science and engineering communities across the academic and industrial worlds.
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